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OVERVIEW

Excellent 141 m² property to renovate with views of
several gardens for sale in the Lista neighbourhood ,
Madrid.

Lucas Fox Madrid presents this property to renovate on the prestigious General
Pardiñas street, in the prestigious Lista neighbourhood , an area with excellent
amenities, surrounded by schools, shops and well connected with the rest of the city.

The property is located on the second floor and has an area of 141 m² and a balcony
and an exterior viewpoint with eleven windows in total. It enjoys west orientation,
which entrance hall natural light throughout the day. In addition, the night area has
very nice views of a quiet garden. Its interior is completely demolished and without
load-bearing walls, which allows the future owner to carry out the layout project that
the future owner likes best.

When visiting the property, you will be able to assess various renovation proposals,
their cost and observe the great potential it has to turn this apartment into a dream
property .

The property is located in a classic building built in 1953 and is an architectural jewel
that has an unbeatable location on a quiet one-way street. The eight-story building
has a doorman and a spacious and well-kept central garden , which provides
tranquility and privacy.

The final price will result from increasing the advertised price by 7% - 11% for taxes
and additional expenses attributable to the buying party, without agency
commission to the buying party.

lucasfox.com/go/mad40390

Garden, Concierge service, Lift,
Period features, Period Building,
Natural light, High ceilings,
Communal terrace,
Near international schools, Heating,
Exterior, City views, Balcony
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Important Information relating to properties offered by Lucas Fox. Any property particulars are not an offer or contract, nor part of one. You should not rely on statements by
Lucas Fox in the particulars or by word of mouth or in writing as being factually accurate about the property, its condition or its value. Neither Lucas Fox nor any associated
agent has any authority to make any representations about the property, and accordingly any information given is entirely without responsibility on the part of the agents,
seller(s) or lessor(s). Prior the signature of any document concerning the property we recommend that all purchasers consult an independent lawyer and if necessary carry out
a survey of the property to ascertain condition / measurements. Areas, measurements and distances given are approximate only and should be checked by the purchaser.
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